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Abstract Compact laser sources operating in mid infrared
spectral region with stable emission are important for applications in spectroscopy and wireless communication. Quantum
cascade lasers (QCL) are unique semiconductor sources covering mid infrared frequency range. Based on intersubband transitions, the carrier lifetime of these sources is in the ps range.
For this reason their frequency response to direct modulation
is expected to overcome the limits of standard semiconductor
lasers. In this work injection locking of the roundtrip frequency
of a QCL emitting at 9 μm is reported. Inter modes laser frequency separation is stabilized and controlled by an external
microwave source. Designing an optical waveguide embedded
in a microstrip line a flat frequency response to direct modulation up to 14 GHz is presented. Injection locking over MHz
frequency range at 13.7 GHz is demonstrated. Numerical solutions of injection locking theory are discussed and presented
as tool to describe experimental results.
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1. Introduction
Injection locking is an experimental technique of synchronization of two coupled oscillators where one of the two is
introduced as control signal for the second one. When the
two oscillators work at a nearby frequency and their coupling is sufficiently strong, the control signal can capture,
or lock, the second oscillator imposing its oscillation frequency. This concept is valid for any kind of self-sustained
periodic oscillators such as clocks, electric circuits and
lasers [1, 2]. Injection locking has been extensively exploited in laser diodes to either stabilize their emission
frequency or the laser cavity modes separation. The latter
corresponds to the stabilization of the round-trip frequency
and it is normally achieved by injection of an external microwave signal directly on the driving current or through a
small control in the cavity [3–5]. Tuning of the cavity modes
separation in a specific frequency range around the free running value using this approach has also been reported [6].
However the ultimate frequency for direct modulation of interband laser is limited by relaxation oscillation dynamics

[7]. To overcome this limitation optical injection locking is
extensively exploited. This technique enables the improvement of the mode structure and noise behavior of a laser,
by injection of the light of another laser with high stability
[8].
Quantum cascade lasers (QCL) are unipolar sources
based on intersubband transition with an ultrafast carrier
lifetime (in the ps range). Predicted frequency bandwidths
for these sources are in excess of tens of GHz, neglecting parasitic effects due to device packaging [9, 10]. Direct
modulation of QCL is then a valid compact solution to gain
the control of their round trip frequency. Moreover, the stabilization of the laser longitudinal modes is an enabling
function with direct applications in wireless communication, metrology and active mode locking.
For THz QCL Gellie et al. [11] demonstrated injection
locking of the inter mode frequency difference over hundreds of MHz by driving the laser bias with a microwave
signal close to this frequency. Baryshev et al. [12] achieved
the stabilization of the frequency difference between two
lateral modes of a THz QCL by locking it to a microwave
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reference; frequency locked linewidth of ≤10 Hz with negligible drift has been reported.
In the mid infrared, the spectral region of interest of
this work, Paiella et al. [13] demonstrated broadening of
the laser spectrum for a device emitting at 8 μm by direct modulation at the round trip frequency (11.7 GHz) but
no stabilization of the cavity modes separation has been
reported. More recently Hugi et al. [14] by direct modulation at 7.5 GHz of a broad band laser emitting at 7 μm
demonstrate the tuning of the round-trip frequency over
65 kHz.
In this work we present the experimental and theoretical
study of the direct modulation of a QCL emitting at 9 μm
operating at nitrogen temperature. By employing a laser
waveguide embedded in a microwave microstrip, injection
locking of the round trip frequency of 13.7 GHz over MHz
range is demonstrated. Experimental results are compared
with the theory of injection locked systems.

2. Experimental results

Figure 1 High frequency modulation response of a microstrip
laser operating at 77 K, measured with a QWIP detector of 65 GHz
band pass. Inset : Light current voltage characteristic of the microstrip laser operating at 77 K in cw. The shaded area corresponds to the operating point of the laser for the measurement of
the modulation response.

2.1. Methods
The active region used for our experiments is an InGaAs/AlInAs QCL based on a two phonons design emitting around 9 μm [15, 16]. The device has been processed
in a specific architecture for high frequency modulation
[17]. The laser waveguide consists in a microstrip line. The
optical mode is confined in a standard buried heterostructure [15], where the active region, etched in narrow ridges
(8 μm), is embedded in two thick InP claddings (5 μm).
Two gold layers are placed on the top and on the bottom of
this waveguide. In this configuration the microwave signal
propagates between two metal plates, along the dielectric
stacks of the optical guide, enabling a good overlap of the
modulation signal with the active region. On the other hand
the thick InP layers enable negligible losses from the overlap of the optical mode with the metal layers. In Ref. [17]
this device geometry demonstrated improved frequency response respect to standard lasers. In this work we exploit
this property to injection lock the round trip frequency of
the laser to a stable external RF source by direct modulation.
To perform our experimental study the laser is mounted at
the end of a 50 microstrip line and connected to it by short
bonding wires. The modulation signal is supplied by a RF
synthesizer (Anritsu MG3693B) through a Bias-T (SHF
Communication Technologies BT45 B) and the optical signal is detected with an ultrafast QWIP of 65 GHz band pass
[18]. The frequency response of the microstrip laser measured with this experimental set up is reported in Fig. 1.
A flat response to direct modulation is demonstrated up to
14 GHz. Measurements at higher frequencies are limited
by the circuit of our experimental set up. In the inset of
the Fig. 1 is shown the light-current-voltage characteristic of the microstrip laser at 77 K in cw; the shaded area
corresponds to the operating point of the laser for the measurement of the modulation response. The stability of the

laser inter mode separation is estimated measuring the spectrum of the detected photocurrent in the microwave range,
around the round-trip frequency. This signal is the beat note
spectrum. The shape of this spectrum gives a direct access
to the frequency and phase fluctuation of the modes separation due to the laser noise. Sharp single peak in the beat
note spectrum proves a stable phase and frequency relation between neighboring laser modes. However it is not
a conclusive proof of the generation of light pulses. Further investigation performing second order autocorrelation
measurements is needed for this aim [19]. Deeper insight on
the number of modes contributing to the beat note spectrum
can be obtained from beat note spectroscopy measurements
[14].

2.2. Results
In Fig. 2a we present the beat note spectra measured
for different operating currents of the microstrip laser. A
sharp single peak is observed at the round trip frequency
(13.7324 GHz) in the all laser dynamic range (J/Jth = 1.64
corresponds to the maximum of the light output power,
see inset Fig. 1). The peak width decreases from 200 kHz
down to 100 kHz with increasing injected current. Comparing these results with standard buried heterostructures
emitting at comparable wavelength (∼9 μm), we find that
the beat note of the microstrip laser is narrower than for
standard devices [20]. As in laser diodes, stabilization of
the laser modes could be related to saturable absorption
effect present in our cavity [21]. However the relative large
width of the microstrip waveguide excludes the effect of
lossy sidewalls and Kerr lensing as locking mechanisms.
In addition in Ref. [20] is demonstrated that saturable absorbers give characteristic laser spectra split in two groups,
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Figure 2 a) Measured RF spectra for different operating currents
J/Jth ; Jth is the threshold current. The frequency span is 2 MHz,
the frequency resolution is 3 kHz. Each curve corresponds to an
average over 100 measurements. b) Measured optical spectra for
different operating currents with a resolution of 0.07 cm−1 .

whose frequency distance increases with the injected current. The optical spectra of the microstrip device are reported in Fig. 2b: the frequency emission has not a defined
splitting and it slightly red-shifts with the increasing operating current. Measured narrow beat note spectra are related
to the microstrip design of our device. Indeed, optical non
linearities occurring within the QCL cavity can generate
a microwave field that acts as a self-sustained modulation
and couples the adjacent Fabry Perot modes. The origin of
these non linearities is not evident yet, but we assume that
they could be related to optical rectification in intersubbad
transitions [22]. Therefore the reduced microwave losses as
well as the increased overlap between the optical and RF
modes favor the self-modulation and finally stabilize the
inter-mode beating, as observed from experimental results.
In Fig. 3a we report the beat note spectra measured when
the laser is directly modulated at a frequency 0.9 MHz apart
from the round-trip frequency and operating at J/Jth = 1.64.
Microwave spectra are presented in color scale (logarithmic
scale) for different injected powers (corresponding to the y
axis). Each single scan corresponds to an average over 100
measurements with a resolution bandwidth of 10 kHz; the
signal has been normalized for the background noise measured blocking the laser light with a cardboard. The same
experimental conditions have been used for all the beat note
spectra measurements presented in this work. From these
results we see that when the microwave injected power P
is low (–5 dBm <P< 0 dBm) the spectral position of the
beat note stays constant. Most of signal intensity is concentrated on the beat note with a small part at the injected
frequency. For 0 dBm < P < 7 dBm the intensity of the
beat note starts to decrease and its central frequency moves
toward the injected RF frequency, until it reaches an instability region. At the same time a clear sideband appears on
the right side of the spectrum. By further increase of the
injected power, the beat note becomes a single narrow peak.

www.lpr-journal.org

Figure 3 a) Measurement of the beat note spectra of the microstrip QCL for different RF injected powers. The RF frequency
is set 0.9 MHz apart from the cavity round trip frequency and
the laser is operating at the maximum of the light current curve
(J/Jth = 1.64). On the Y-axis is reported the RF injected power
delivered by the external synthesizer (power step of 0.25 dBm)
and on the X-axis the frequency of the signal on the spectrum analyzer, renormalized with an offset at the round trip frequency. In
color scale is the intensity of the measured RF signal (dBm). Each
single scan corresponds to an average over 100 measurements;
the resolution bandwidth is 10 kHz. (b) Optical spectrum as function of the RF injected power and without injection measured with
a resolution of 0.07 cm−1 .

Tuning of the beating frequency of ∼1 MHz with 7 dBm
(5 mW) of injected power (all the set up losses are neglected) is reported. In Fig. 3b the optical spectra for different RF injected power, measured in the same condition of
Fig. 3a are presented. A broadening of the optical spectrum
of 13 cm−1 (40% increase) is demonstrated. This is related
to the microwave injection that generates side bands of the
free running modes, and an increased number of frequencies is brought above threshold within the gain curve.
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Figure 4 Measurement of the RF spectra for the microstrip QCL
for different RF injected powers. The laser is operating at the maximum of the light current curve (J/Jth = 1.64). The RF frequency
is set 1.8 MHz (a) 1.2 MHz (b) and 0.6 MHz (c) apart from the
cavity round trip frequency. Each single scan corresponds to an
average over 100 measurements with a resolution bandwidth of
10 kHz.

As systematic study of the injection locking dynamics,
different measurements of the beat note spectra as function
of the injected RF power have been performed; results are
reported in Fig. 4. The frequency distance between the
beat note and the driving signal is 1.8 MHz, 1.2 MHz and
0.6 MHz respectively for panel a, b and c. From these results
we see that the general behavior of the injection is the same
as discussed above, regardless of the frequency distance.
However, the further the frequency separation, the higher is
the power needed to reach locking and to see the sidebands
appearing. Instability regions are visible in the three sets of
measurements.
In order to have a deeper insight on the frequency locking range and on the unlocking processes, we performed
a second set of measurements and results are presented in
Fig. 5. The RF spectra (color scale) in this case have been
measured for different injected frequencies (reported on
the y axis) and fixed value of the power: 10 dBm, 5 dBm,
0 dBm and –5 dBm respectively for panel a,b,c,d. Measurements have been performed by changing the injected
frequency from lower to higher values. As the driving frequency approaches the free running beat note, the spectra
move toward this value until the whole intensity is concentrated in a single narrow peak. Locking is reached and
the spectra are controlled by the external injected signal.
By further increasing the RF frequency the spectra start to
broaden and split in two separate peaks, coming back to the
same shape and position measured at the beginning of experience (bottom part of the graph). The region where a single
narrow peak is measured corresponds to the measured locking range. All the results presented are in agreement with

Figure 5 Measurement of the RF spectra for the microstrip QCL
for different RF injected frequencies. The laser is operating at the
maximum of the light current curve (J/Jth = 1.64). The RF power
is set to 10 dBm (a), 5 dBm (b), 0 dBm (c) and –5 dBm (d). The
experimental conditions are the same of Fig. 3a. On the Y-axis
is reported the RF injected frequency and on the X-axis the frequency of the signal on the spectrum analyzer, renormalized with
an offset at the round trip frequency. In color scale is the intensity
of the measured RF signal (dBm). Each single scan corresponds
to an average over 100 measurements; the resolution bandwidth
is 10 kHz.

the classical theory of injection locking, as we will show in
more details in the following section.

3. Theory and comparison with
experimental results
As proposed in Ref. [11] for THz QCL and as widely used
for conventional laser system [1], stabilization of the laser
oscillation through the injection of an external stable signal, can be studied using the formalism of injection locked
coupled oscillators. This approach describes the interaction
of two oscillators where one is a self-sustained system and
the other is a weak perturbation signal. It has been successfully implemented for electrical and optical systems, giving
similar results [1, 2].
Considering the optical case, injection locking model
depicts a scheme where a master laser oscillating at a frequency ω1 is injected in a slave laser oscillating at a freerunning frequency ω0 , close to ω1 . The signal at ω1 , circulating in the cavity, can be regeneratively amplified by the
gain, which is clamped for ω0 but not for ω1 . At a certain
point the amplified intensity at ω1 begins to approach the
value of the initial optical intensity at ω0 and it can begin
to saturate the laser gain to suppress the oscillation at ω0 .
In more details, following the formalism of Ref. [1],
if a field E 1 e[iω1 t] is injected in the laser, where the cavity
mode is E 0 ei[ω1 t+ϕ(t)] , the equations describing radiation
matter interaction can be written in the phase-amplitude
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electric
√ field E1 is the field at ωn-1 + ωinj . The last term is
E inj / a where E inj is the injected microwave signal and a
is a constant taking in account the losses of the modulation
signal coming from the impedance mismatch at the laser
input and from the cavity. Within this picture, Eqs. (1) and
(2) can be written as:

Figure 6 Schematic of the direct microwave modulation of a
laser. Injected microwave frequency outside the locking range
(a), close to the locking range (b) and in the locking range (c).

form and, in the approximation of weak injection, only the
phase equation can be considered:
dϕ
ω0 E 1
= ω0 − ω1 −
sin ϕ
dt
Q E0

(1)

where Q is the cavity quality factor.
Analytic solutions can be found for two limiting cases.
When ω1 belongs to a specific frequency range, defined as
locking range, the injected signal locks the cavity mode: ω0
is suppressed and time varying component of the phase ϕ
is zero. By setting dϕ
= 0 in Eq. (1) and imposing −1 <
dt
sin ϕ < 1 the locking range ωm can be written as:
ω0
ωm =
Q


I1
I0

(2)

where I1 and I0 are the injected signal and the cavity signal
intensities, respectively. With this definition the full frequency range in which the system is locked by ω1 is 2ωm .
In the case of ω1 close, but not in the locking range,
the oscillating frequency in the cavity moves from ω0 to a
close frequency ωosc , pulled toward the injection.
ωosc = ω0 +

ω02
I1
2Q 2 (ω1 − ω0 ) I0

(3)

In this work we have adapted these results to the direct
modulation of a QCL by interpreting the system according
to the following scheme (See Fig. 6). In a Fabry-Perot cavity, laser modes oscillate at frequencies ωn , separated by the
round-trip frequency ωB , within the width δω, representing
their frequency and phase noise. In the steady state situation, before the injection of the external signal, the laser
gain is clamped at the losses value. When an external modulation at ωinj is applied to the laser, lateral sidebands at
frequencies ωn ± ωinj are created.
Starting from two neighbor modes the sideband of the
mode ωn-1 at the frequency ωn-1 + ωinj can be regeneratively
amplified and take over the mode at ωn .
Two modes are locked together within a noise width
given by the external source and δω. Starting from these
modes the same process can repeat all along the gain curve
until the system reaches a stable configuration. In this picture the cavity field E 0 is the field at ωn and the injected

www.lpr-journal.org

dϕ
ωn E inj
= ωB − ωinj −
√ sin ϕ
dt
Q E0 a

ωn
ωm =
Q

(4)


Iinj
a I0

(5)

When the modulation frequency is outside the locking
range, but close to it, the separation between the longitudinal modes of the laser is not anymore ωB but ωpull (See
Fig. 6b) and Eq. (3) is written as:
ωpull − ωB =

Iinj
ωn2
2
2Q (ωinj − ωB ) a I0

(6)

In this work we found numeric solution of Eq. (4) for
different locking ranges and frequencies of the injected
signal. From these solutions the spectrum of the cavity
field has been found by Fourier transform of the expression
E 0 ei[ω1 t+ϕ(t)] presented above. In Fig. 7a we present the
calculated spectra of the cavity field for a fixed injected
frequency and increasing value of the locking range.
From Eq. (5), this is equivalent to increase of the modulation signal intensity; these theoretical results can then be
compared to experimental spectra presented in Figs. 3a–4.
While ωinj approaches the locking range the intensity at ωB
decreases and an increasing number of more intense sidebands is visible. When ωinj is extremely close to the locking
range an instability region is observed; further increase of
the locking range brings all emission spectrum to the injected frequency. All these features are in good agreement
with experimental results. Only a limited number of sidebands is however visible in Figs. 3a–4; this is probably due
to the limited signal to noise value of our set up.
The injection locking model has been further proved
by comparison of the experimental results on the beat note
spectra for different injected power (Figs. 3a–4) with their
expected central frequency predicted in Eq. (6). Gaussian
fits of the experimental spectra presented in Figs. 3a and
4 were performed to estimate the frequency position of
the beat note (ωpull ). Plotting these values as function of
the injected power (Fig. 7b) we find a linear relation, as
predicted from Eq. (6). Values of the slope of each linear
fit are then displayed as function of 1/(ωB – ωinj ); good
agreement with the expected linear relation is demonstrated
in Fig. 7c.
Similar results are obtained for the numerical calculation of the spectra of the cavity field calculated fixing
the locking range and changing the injection frequency
(Fig. 8a); these results are in good agreement with experiments (Fig. 5). In addition an estimate of the measured
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Figure 7 a) Results of numerical calculation of the injection locking equation. The system is supposed to oscillate at the initial
frequency ωB and to be perturbed by a signal at ωinj. The locking
range frequency of the system is varied and reported on the Y
axis. On the X axis is reported the frequency of the calculated
spectra ωpull – ωinj /ωB . In Figure b) and c) the comparison of the
experimental results with the injection locking theory is reported.
b) Study of the beat note peak position for different values of ωB –
ωinj . Values of the peak position are estimated from experimental
data reported in Figs. 3a–4b,c and they are reported as function
of the injected microwave power with an offset and the frequency
of the unperturbed beat note ωB . Lines correspond to separate
linear fit of each data set. c) The slope of the linear fit presented in
b) are reported as function of 1/ωB – ωinj . Dotted line corresponds
to a linear fit of the data

locking range from data in Fig. 5 has been done and results
are reported as function of the injected power in Fig. 8b.
As predicted from Eq. (5) the experimental results follow a
square root fit as function of the injected power.

4. Conclusions
In this work direct modulation of a QCL laser emitting
at 9 μm is studied. Designing a device architecture where
the laser cavity is embedded in a microstrip line, injection

Figure 8 a) Results of numerical calculation of the injection locking equation. The system is supposed to have a fixed locking
range, to oscillate at the initial frequency ωB and to be perturbed
by a signal at ωinj. The frequency ωinj of the external signal is
varied and reported on the Y axis with an offset at ωB and normalized by the given locking range. On the X axis is reported
the frequency of the calculated spectra ωpull – ωinj /Locking range.
b) Measured locking range for different injected modulation power
intensities. These values are estimated from the experimental data of Fig. 5 and are reported as function of the injected
power. Line corresponds to a square root fit of the experimental
data.

locking to a stable microwave source at 13.7 GHz over
∼2 MHz is demonstrated. A good agreement with the theory of locking for two coupled oscillators is demonstrated.
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